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A fragile recovery in
confidence will mean
more opportunities for
grocers in 2024 and for
volume growth to return,
but for most consumers
value will be critical.

Supermarkets - UK - 2023

This report looks at the following areas:

• The impact of the cost of living on the UK
grocery sector and supermarket shopping
• Analysis and forecast of the size of the UK
grocery and supermarket sector for the next five
years
• Market share, customer profile and innovations
of the leading players within the grocery sector
• Consumer shopping behaviour for groceries,
including format and retailers shopped
• Trends in branded versus private label purchasing and attitudes towards shopping private
label
• Services used at supermarkets and key developments in this area

Overview

As inflation has built further in 2023 consumers have cut back, with the grocery sector seeing
a significant period of volume decline in sales. Customers have prioritised cutting budgets and
this has given opportunities to value retailers and ranges, with further market share gains for
discount retailers and an uptick in value private label products.

Improving confidence in 2024 may prove a threat to those retailers who have gained
shoppers over the past two years, and highlighting the quality of ranges will be increasingly
important to keep customers in-brand. Conversely, for those retailers who have suffered as
customers have traded away, there will be opportunities to regain patronage but entry-level
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lines will be critical in the short term to encourage those shoppers back while helping them to
continue to keep costs down.

For the supermarket sector, there is still a need to create excitement in the multi-mission
shopping experience, with this the key USP of large-format stores in a market where online
growth continues to be strong. Ensuring the correct mix of brands is critical, and appealing
more to the needs of younger shoppers in particular with partnerships with new blood in the
sector critical to keeping the shopping experience fresh.
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Report Content

Key issues covered in this Report

• Overview

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Opportunities for the grocery retail sector

• Keep banging the value drum

• Simple is best in value communications

• Improving confidence brings opportunity to regain shoppers

• Premium ranges critical for those looking to keep shoppers in brand

• Online can be the test bed for successful in-store activation

• Circularity will be the foundation of the store of the future

Market dynamics and outlook

• The five year outlook for grocery retail

• High inflation dictating demand in food and drink

- Graph 1: annual % change on consumer spending in food and beverages, value and volume, 2018-23

• Inflation drives 30 year high value growth...

- Graph 2: all grocery retail sales (including VAT), market size and growth, 2018-23

• All grocery retail sales estimated to grow 2.2% in 2024

• Supermarket sales forecast to grow 1.7% in 2024

• Large-format still dominant in UK grocery retail

- Graph 3: estimated share of total grocery retail sales, by format/channel, 2013-23

What consumers want and why

• Just 2% don't do any grocery shopping

- Graph 4: responsibility for grocery shopping, by age and gender, 2023

• Over-half shop for groceries multiple times per week

- Graph 5: frequency of grocery shopping, 2020-2023

• A majority of grocery shoppers still spend the most in supermarkets

- Graph 6: store format where the most is spent in a typical month, 2017-23

• Discounters maintain gains in 2022

- Graph 7: leading grocery retailers shopped with in a typical month, 2020-2023

• A majority say discounter price matches have stopped them switching

• Value private label purchasing grows as shoppers look to save
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- Graph 8: change in private and branded product purchasing in the past year, 2023

• Price key determinant between private and branded product choice

- Graph 9: factors which would encourage shoppers to choose a own-label food/non-alcoholic product over a brand

version, 2023

• A majority of supermarket shoppers use services at stores

- Graph 10: services used when shopping in supermarkets in the past 12 months, 2023

Retailer activity

• Tesco the dominant market leader

- Graph 11: estimated market share of top 10 grocery retailers, 2023

• Grocers expand non-food partnerships to keep shopping experience fresh...

• Pairing value with food waste reduction

• All leading brands have near-universal brand awareness

- Graph 12: select grocery retailers, brand awareness, 2023

• Aldi and M&S have strongest brand trust in the sector

- Graph 13: attitudes towards and usage of leading grocery retailers, 2023

MARKET DYNAMICS

Consumer spending on food and drink

• Inflation masking significant underlying volume decline in food and drink demand

• Consumer spending on food and drink market size

• High inflation dictating demand in food

- Graph 14: annual % change on consumer spending in food, value and volume, and inflation, 2018-23

• Shoppers become savvy creating opportunity for private label and out-of-home replacements

• Breakdown of consumer spending on food

- Graph 15: breakdown of consumer spending on food, by volume, 2021-23

• Non-alcoholic drinks: trading into home brings opportunity

• Return to sports give some boost in a difficult market

- Graph 16: annual % change in consumer spending on non-alcoholic beverages, value and volume, and inflation, 2018-23

• Alcoholic beverages: a return to value growth following post-pandemic rebalance

- Graph 17: annual % change in consumer spending on alcoholic beverages, value and volume, and inflation, 2018-23

• Pressure on premium gives opportunity for new categories to drive growth

- Graph 18: breakdown of spending, by volume, in the alcoholic drinks category, 2021-23

Market size

• Inflation drives 30 year high value growth...

- Graph 19: all grocery retail sales (including VAT), market size and growth, 2018-23

• ...but also record period of volume decline
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• Level of volume decline easing, but persistent inflation continues to constrain market

- Graph 20: all grocery retail sales, annual value and volume change, 2022-23

• Discounter growth puts large-format under pressure...

• ...but stronger competition on price is better insulating leading players

- Graph 21: estimated supermarket retail sales (including VAT), market size and growth, 2018-23

Market forecast

• All grocery retail sales estimated to grow 2.2% in 2024

• Slow but steady growth forecast through to 2028

• Weak growth does not mean a lack of opportunity

• Supermarket sales forecast to grow 1.7% in 2024

• Rival expansion and modernisation of habits continues to present challenge for large-format

Channels of distribution

• Large-format still the dominant format in UK grocery

- Graph 22: estimated share of total grocery retail sales, by format/channel, 2013-23

• Supermarket share to continue to decline

• Discounters: credentials built over the past 10 years paying off

• Online continues to put on growth, with majors replacing pioneers in rapid delivery

• Multiples look to convenience which will place greater pressure on traditional operators

Macro-economic factors

• The UK has avoided recession, but economic output has stagnated since the cost of living crisis began

- Graph 23: GDP, 2021-2023

• Inflation is still the key factor affecting consumers' finances...

- Graph 24: CPI inflation rate, 2021-23

• ...and remains stubbornly high

- Graph 25: inflation, core in-home and out-of-home food and drink categories, 2022-23

• Interest rates will rise in importance over the remainder of 2023 and into 2024

• Consumer sentiment: The recovery is continuing...

- Graph 26: The financial wellbeing index, 2016-23

• ...and people feel more confident about their financial prospects

- Graph 27: The financial confidence index, 2016-23

• Potential to positively exceed expectations in 2024...

- Graph 28: "How do you think the following will change over the next year?", 2023

• ...if price changes are clearly communicated

• UK population estimated to grow by 2.5% by 2023

- Graph 29: historical and projected population size, 2010-2030
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WHAT CONSUMERS WANT AND WHY

How consumers shop for groceries

• Just 2% don't do any grocery shopping

- Graph 30: responsibility for grocery shopping, by age and gender, 2023

• Shopping behaviour directly tied to lifestyle

- Graph 31: how grocery shoppers typically shop, by working location, 2023

• More top-up behaviour comes back into the market

- Graph 32: household grocery shopping habits, 2019-23

• Over-half shop for groceries multiple times per week

- Graph 33: frequency of grocery shopping, 2020-2023

• Higher-income households up frequency of shop year-on-year

Format shopped with

• A majority of grocery shoppers still spend the most in supermarkets

- Graph 34: store format where the most is spent in a typical month, 2017-23

• Supermarket format being squeezed by both ends of the market

- Graph 35: grocery format where the most is spent in a typical month, by household income, 2023

• Supermarkets lose families to online.. but so do the discounters

- Graph 36: format where the most is spent, by parental status and age of children, 2023

• An integrated future critical for multiple large format stores

Retailers shopped with

• Discounters maintain gains in 2022

- Graph 37: leading grocery retailers shopped with in a typical month, 2020-2023

• A quarter of grocery shoppers spend the most with Tesco in a typical month

- Graph 38: grocery retailers shopped with in a typical month, by primary and secondary use, 2023

• Repertoire of grocers used narrows in 2023

- Graph 39: repertoire of grocery retailers shopped with in a typical month in conjunction with the retailer where the most

is typically spent, 2022-23

• Asda gains younger primary shoppers

- Graph 40: leading grocery retailers where the most is spent in a typical month, by age, 2023

• Aldi joins market leaders in attracting shoppers across the financial spectrum

- Graph 41: leading grocery retailers where the most is spent in a typical month, by financial situation, 2023

Impact of loyalty/price-matching schemes on retailer used

• A majority say discounter price matches have stopped them switching

• A majority recognise that retailers have looked to keep prices down

- Graph 42: "I think the retailer I spend the most with has done a lot to keep prices low in the last 12 months", 2023
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• Discounter price matching schemes grow in importance...

• ...with over half saying they have stopped them switching

- Graph 43: 'Price matching schemes against discount retailers have stopped me switching to discount retailers' , 2023

• Clubcard and Nectar Prices cutting through

- Graph 44: "Loyalty/membership scheme promotions have made me shop with one grocery retailer over another in the

last 12 months", 2023

Private label purchasing

• In a homogenising price landscape, private label can be the differentiator

• Value private label purchasing grows as shoppers look to save

- Graph 45: change in private and branded product purchasing in the past year, 2023

• Shoppers trading down tiers and trading from brand to save

• Shifts in low and mid-tier private label purchasing directly tied to market backdrop

- Graph 46: change in purchasing of standard own-label products in the past 12 months, by financial situation, 2023

- Graph 47: change in purchasing of value own-label products in the past 12 months, by financial situation, 2023

• Create a positive takeaway from trading down

• Premium under pressure, but in 2024 it will be a key battleground

- Graph 48: change in purchasing of private own-label products in the past 12 months, by household income, 2023

• Create occasions around trading up to premium

Factors to encourage more private label purchasing

• Private label has to first compete on price…

• ...however there is more than simply price that private label products can attract shoppers on

- Graph 49: factors which would encourage shoppers to choose a own-label food/non-alcoholic product over a branded

product, 2023

• Quality will grow in importance as a decision maker as confidence recovers

- Graph 50: influence of price and quality on private-label purchasing decisions, 2023

• Opportunity for private label to better support physical and mental wellbeing.

• Standout by standing out

Services used at supermarkets

• A majority use services in supermarkets

• Electrification of cars an opportunity for supermarkets

• Foodservice options a driver for younger shoppers

- Graph 51: use of foodservice options within supermarkets, 2023

• Partnerships key for connecting the channels

• Much opportunity in the multi-mission retail experience...

- Graph 52: attitudes towards non-foods and grocery shopping, 2023

• ...but brand partners must be the correct fit with online a way to check fit
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RETAILER ACTIVITY

Leading retailers - key metrics

• Inflation drives strong growth for much of the sector

• Leading retailers: revenues

• Market leader defends position well

• Nectar Prices cutting through for Sainsbury's

• Asda and Morrisons: significant acquisitions lay groundwork for future growth

• Leading retailers: stores

• Aldi and Lidl see rapid growth but profits hit at Lidl

• M&S: outperforming expectations as focus on base value cuts through

• Leading retailers: sales per outlet

Market share

• Tesco the dominant market leader

- Graph 53: estimated market share of top 10 grocery retailers, 2023

• Substantial changes in share as cost of living shakes up established order

• Leading grocery retailers: historic market share

Launch activity and innovation

• Grocers expand non-food partnerships to keep shopping experience fresh...

• ...while in food partners and looked to strengthen quality credentials

• Messaging goes digital in-store

• Making the in-store experience more (user) friendly

• Tesco trials 'scan-free' shopping experience

• Shopping bags reimagined

• Energy commitments ramp up

• Private label packaging gets an eco refresh

• The next generation of recycling

• Pairing value with food waste reduction

Advertising and marketing activity

• Advertising expenditure grows 5.9% in 2022

- Graph 54: recorded above-the-line, online display and direct mail total advertising expenditure by UK supermarkets

and online supermarkets and grocers, 2019-2023

• Tesco the largest spender in 2022

• TV accounts for the majority of above-the-line spend

- Graph 55: recorded above-the-line, online display and direct mail total advertising expenditure, by UK supermarkets

and online supermarkets and grocers, by media type, 2022
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• Tesco challenges shoppers to spend less

• Sainsbury's gets right to the point with Nectar Prices

• Carbon label discussion enters the mainstream

• Waitrose debuts new partner and new look

BRAND RESEARCH

• All leading brands have near-universal brand awareness

- Graph 56: select grocery retailers, brand awareness, 2023

• Aldi and M&S have strongest brand trust in the sector

- Graph 57: attitudes towards and usage of leading grocery retailers, 2023

• Amazon Fresh's unique format gives it strong experiential credentials

- Graph 58: leading grocery retailers, experience and intention to recommend, 2023

• Discounters continued to lead on value perception, but work by the multiples is cutting through

• M&S stands out for customer service perception

- Graph 59: attitudes to leading grocery retailers, 2023

• Accessibility a key trait across all grocers

- Graph 60: leading grocery retailers, macro brand image, 2023

• Waitrose and M&amp;S most likely to be selected as stylish

- Graph 61: leading grocery retailers, macro brand image, 2023

APPENDIX

Supplementary data: leading retailers

• Leading retailers: sales area

• Leading retailers: sales density

• Leading retailers: operating profits

• Leading retailers: operating margins

Market forecast data and methodology

• Forecast methodology

• All grocery retail sales: market size and forecast

• All grocery retail sales: market forecast prediction intervals

• Supermarket retail sales: market size and forecast

• Supermarket retail sales: market forecast prediction intervals

Report scope and definitions

• Market Definition

• Data sources and financial definitions
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• Abbreviations and terms

Methodology

• Market size and share methodology

• Consumer research methodology

• Nielsen Ad Intel coverage
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Disclaimer
This is marketing intelligence published by Mintel.
The consumer research exclusively commissioned
by Mintel was conducted by a UK licensed market
survey agent (see Research Methodology Europe
for more information).
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